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Abstract—The task-oriented semantic communication sys-
tems have achieved significant performance gain, however, the
paradigm that employs a model for a specific task might be
limited, since the system has to be updated once the task is
changed or multiple models are stored for serving various tasks.
To address this issue, we firstly propose a unified deep learning
enabled semantic communication system (U-DeepSC), where a
unified model is developed to serve various transmission tasks. To
jointly serve these tasks in one model with fixed parameters, we
employ domain adaptation in the training procedure to specify
the task-specific features for each task. Thus, the system only
needs to transmit the task-specific features, rather than all the
features, to reduce the transmission overhead. Moreover, since
each task is of different difficulty and requires different number
of layers to achieve satisfactory performance, we develop the
multi-exit architecture to provide early-exit results for relatively
simple tasks. In the experiments, we employ a proposed U-
DeepSC to serve five tasks with multi-modalities. Simulation re-
sults demonstrate that our proposed U-DeepSC achieves compa-
rable performance to the task-oriented semantic communication
system designed for a specific task with significant transmission
overhead reduction and much less number of model parameters.

I. INTRODUCTION

With the development of wireless communication and ma-
chine learning, a huge amount of intelligent applications have
appeared in the networks [1]. To support massive connec-
tivity for these applications over limited wireless resources,
the conventional communication systems are facing critical
challenges. To address this issue, semantic communications
have been considered as a promising technology to achieve
better performance [2], [3]. Different from conventional com-
munications, semantic communications only take into account
the relevant semantic features to the tasks, which enables the
systems to recover information from the received semantic
features.

According to the task types at the receiver, the existing
works on semantic communications can be mainly divided
into two categories: data reconstruction [4]–[7] and task
execution [8]–[12]. As for the data reconstruction, the se-
mantic system extracts global semantic information of source
data. Specifically, The authors in [4] proposed a joint source
channel coding (JSCC) system for image transmission. For
text transmission, a so called DeepSC framework, has been
proposed to encode the text information into various length by
employing sentence information [5]. In [7], an attention based
JSCC has been proposed to operate with different signal-to-
noise (SNR) levels during image transmission.

For the task execution applications, only the task-specific
semantic information is extracted and encoded at the transmit-
ter [8]–[12]. In particular, the authors of [8] proposed a model
for image retrieval task under power and bandwidth con-
straints. In [9], an image classification-oriented semantic com-
munication system has been developed. The authors of [10]
have proposed a vector quantization-variational autoencoder
(VQ-VAE) based robust semantic communication systems for
image classification. Compared with the data reconstruction
applications, the transmission overhead can be further reduced
in the task execution applications. However, they can only
handle one task with single modality of data. Therefore, it is
difficult for serving various tasks in practice for two reasons:
(i) The model in the system has to be updated once the task
is changed, which leads to a lot of gradient transmission for
retraining the model, since the model at the transmitter and
receiver are jointly trained; (ii) Multiple models are stored
for serving different tasks, which is difficult for the devices
with limited storage resources. In [11], a Transformer-based
framework has been proposed to address this issue initially.
It is able to share the same transmitter structures for the
considered tasks. However, the model in [11] still needs to be
retrained separately for different tasks, and the architecture
of the receiver hasn’t been unified for different tasks yet.
Inspired from multi-task learning [13], we firstly propose a
unified deep learning enabled semantic communication system
(U-DeepSC) to further address this issue by unifying the
transmitter and receiver simultaneously.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first work on the
unified semantic communication system for serving various
tasks. In this paper, we propose the U-DeepSC, an encoder-
decoder semantic communication architecture, to serve mul-
tiple tasks with different modalities. Our proposed model is
able to simultaneously deal with a number of tasks consisting
of image-only and text-only tasks, and even image-and-text
reasoning tasks with two modalities of data. In order to extract
and transmit only the task-specific information in the U-
DeepSC, we divide the encoded features into different parts
according to the tasks, and each part corresponds to the se-
mantic information of one specific task. To further specify the
semantic information, we employ the domain adaptation [14]
to project the features of different tasks into specific feature
domains. In particular, we propose the domain adaptation loss
for the joint training procedure. Moreover, since each task is of
different difficulty and requires different number of layers to
achieve satisfactory performance, the multi-exit architecture
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Fig. 1: The framework of the proposed unified deep learning enabled semantic communication system.

is developed by inserting the early-exit modules after the
intermediate layer of the decoder to provide early-exit results
for relatively simple tasks [15]. Simulation results show that
our proposed method achieves comparable performance to the
task-oriented semantic communication systems designed for a
specific task with much reduced transmission overhead and
fewer model parameters.

The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section II
introduces the framework of U-DeepSC. In Section III, the
detailed architecture of the proposed U-DeepSC is presented.
Simulation results are presented in Section IV. Finally, Section
V concludes this paper.

II. FRAMEWORK OF U-DEEPSC

In this section, we propose the framework of U-DeepSC,
and the details of the considered tasks.

A. System Model

As shown in Fig. 1, the proposed U-DeepSC is able to
handle a number of tasks with two modalities, i.e., image and
text. The proposed framework mainly consists of three parts:
image transmitter, text transmitter, and unified receiver. The
deep neural networks (DNNs) are employed to represent the
transmitter and the unified receiver. In particular, the image
transmitter consists of the image semantic encoder and the
image channel encoder, while the text transmitter consists of
the text semantic encoder. Moreover, the receiver consists of
the unified channel decoder and the unified semantic decoder.

We consider a communication system equipped with Nt

transmit antennas and Nr receive antennas. The inputs of
the system are image, xI , and text, xT . The image semantic
encoder learns to map xI into the encoded image features,
while xT is processed by the text semantic encoder to obtain
the encoded text features. Thus, the encoded features of image
and text can be represented by

x̂I = FI
C

(
FI

S(x
I ;θI

S);θ
I
C

)
, (1)

and

x̂T = FT
C

(
FT

S (xT ;θT
S );θ

I
C

)
, (2)

respectively, where x̂I ∈ CNt×1, x̂T ∈ CNt×1, θI
S , and θI

C

denote the trainable parameters of the image semantic encoder,
FI

S , and the image channel encoder, FI
C , respectively, θT

S

and θT
C denote the trainable parameters of the text semantic

encoder, FT
S , and the text channel encoder, FT

C , respectively.
We concatenate the encoded features to obtain the transmitted
symbol streams expressed as x =

[
x̂I , x̂T

]
. Then, the received

signal at the receiver is given by

Y = Hx+ n, (3)

where H ∈ CNr×Nt represents the channel gain and n ∼
CN (0, σ2I) is the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN).

At the receiver, the decoded signal can be represented as

Ŷ = GS
(
GC(Y;φC);φS

)
, (4)

where φC and φS denote the trainable parameters of the chan-
nel decoder, GC , and the semantic decoder, GS , respectively.
Finally, the obtained features are further processed by the
light-weight task-specific heads to execute downstream tasks.
Particularly, the task-specific head refers to some simple layers
that reshape the decoded features into the intended dimension
of output, e.g., the number of classes for a classification task.

B. Task Description

To provide a thorough analysis of U-DeepSC and also
provide sufficient results to prove the effectiveness, we will
experiment with jointly handling prominent tasks from dif-
ferent domains, including sentiment analysis, visual question
answering (VQA), image retrieval, image data reconstruction,
and text data reconstruction tasks. Besides, these tasks have
been widely considered in existing semantic comunication
systems [5], [8], [11].



1) Sentiment analysis: The purpose of the sentiment anal-
ysis task is to classify whether the sentiment of a given
sentence is positive or negative. It is essentially the binary
classification problem. Thus, we take classification accuracy
as the performance metric for sentiment analysis and VQA,
and the cross entropy as the loss function to train the model.

2) VQA: In VQA task, the images and questions in text
are processed by the model to classify which answer is right.
Thus, we take answer accuracy as the performance metric and
the cross entropy as the loss function.

3) Image retrieval: The image retrieval task aims at finding
similar images to a query image among the images stored in
a large server. To evaluate the performance of image retrieval
task, the Recall@1 is adopted as the performance evaluation
metric, which refers to the ratio of successful image retrieval
at the first query. To learn this task, we adopt the triplet loss,
which is given by

L = max(d(sa, sp), d(sa, sn) +m, 0), (5)

where m is a constant, sp denotes the positive sample with
the same class as sample sa, sn is the negative sample with
the different class from sa, and d is the distance metric. This
triplet loss aims to make the distance between the features of
two similar samples closer, and to make the distance between
the features of two different samples farther. Thus, the model
will be able to find the similar samples to the given input
according to their encoded features.

4) Image reconstruction: The performance of the image
reconstruction task is quantified by the peak signal-to-noise
ratio (PSNR). The PSNR measures the ratio between the
maximum possible power and the noise, which is given by

PSNR = 10 log10
MAX2

MSE
(dB), (6)

where MSE = d(x, x̂) denotes the mean squared-error (MSE)
between the source image, x, and the reconstructed image,
x̂, and MAX is the maximum possible value of the pixels.
Moreover, the MSE is adopted as the training loss.

5) Text reconstruction: As for the text reconstruction task,
the bi-lingual evaluation understudy (BLEU) score is adopted
to measure the performance. BLEU score is a scalar between
0 and 1, which evaluates the similarity between the recon-
structed text and the source text, with 1 representing highest
similarity. We take the cross entropy as the loss function since
the BLEU score is non-differentiable.

III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE PROPOSED U-DEEPSC
In this section, we design the architecture of U-DeepSC.

The U-DeepSC is built based on the unified Transformer
structure [13], which consists of the separate semantic/channel
encoders for each modality and the unified semantic/channel
decoder with light-weight task-specific heads and multi-exit
module.

A. Semantic Encoder
Since the data from different modalities have totally dif-

ferent statistical characteristics, semantic information, and
encoded features, we design an image semantic encoder and
a text semantic encoder for image and text, respectively.

1) Image semantic encoder: The image-only and multi-
modal tasks take an image I as input, and the extracted
features xI is given by xI = f(I), where f denotes the
preprocessing module. Then, a Transformer encoder is em-
ployed as the image semantic encoder to encode xI to encoded
image feature matrix, UI . Moreover, since different tasks
may require the semantic encoder to extract different features,
a task embedding vector, wI

task, is added to the semantic
encoder given as [xI ,wI

task], to indicate the model which
task to perform with the given sample, I, and to allow it to
extract task-specific information. Thus we obtain the encoded
images feature matrix UI = {uI

1, ...,u
I
L}, where uI denotes

the encoded image feature vectors, and L is the number of
image feature vectors.

2) Text semantic encoder: As for text input, we prepro-
cess the input text into a sequence of S features xT =
{wT

1 , ...,w
T
S }. Subsequently, xT is encoded by the text se-

mantic encoder, which consists of a Transformer encoder.
Similar to image semantic encoder, we also add a learned task
embedding vector wT

task by concatenating it at the beginning
of xT . Then, the concatenated sequence, [xT , wT

task], is input
into the text semantic encoder, and it outputs the encoded text
features as UT = {uT

1 , ...,u
T
S}.

B. Domain Adaptation Module

Note that the overall encoded features contain the global
semantic information, and they will be utilized for the afore-
mentioned text and image reconstruction tasks. However, the
other tasks, e.g., VQA and sentiment analysis, only require the
task-specific semantic information. Thus, we need to specify
these task-specific features for different tasks and transmit
them, rather than send the overall encoded features. In order
to specify the task-specific semantic information in the U-
DeepSC, we divide the encoded features into several parts for
different tasks as shown in the left of Fig. 2. Moreover, since
the semantic information of different tasks may overlap, they
may share part of the encoded features. Thus, the encoded
features of each task can be further divided into private
features and shared features. In order to enable the unified
decoder to better distinguish the features of different tasks,
the domain adaptation module is introduced in the training
procedure to make the shared features of different tasks similar
to each other.

As shown in Fig. 2, we denote the shared feature matrix
of task A and task B as Es

A and Es
B , respectively, which

consists of the shared encoded features. Similarly, the private
feature matrix of task A and task B can denoted as Ep

A and
Ep

B , respectively. We define the similarity of the features as
the Frobenius norm of the product of corresponding feature
matrices, e.g., the similarity between the shared features can
be denoted as ‖Es

A
TEs

B‖F , with the larger value indicating
the higher similarity. Then, the adaptation loss is designed
to increase the similarity between the shared features of task
A and task B, as well as decreasing the similarity between
private features for each tasks, which is given by

La = ‖Ep
A
T
Ep

B‖F − ‖E
s
A
TEs

B‖F . (7)
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It enables the model to project the private features of dif-
ferent tasks into different domains, while the shared features
are projected into the same domain. Thus, the task-specific
semantic information can be better segmented and aggregated
on the task-specific features. In this way, different tasks
require different encoded features, where the model can be
trained more easily and the performance of these tasks can
be improved. It also significantly reduces the transmission
overhead, since only the task-specific encoded features are
transmitted. For example, as shown in Fig. 2, Task A requires
the red and orange features, while Task B requires the orange
and yellow features. In addition, by training two tasks at
one time and mapping the features to different domains, the
network can avoid forgetting the past learned tasks, which is
beneficial to learn multiple tasks.

C. Unified Semantic Decoder with Multi-Exit Task Heads

1) Unified semantic decoder: The received encoded fea-
tures are firstly processed by the channel decoder and we
denote its output as Uenc. For image-only tasks and text-only
tasks, the input to the decoder can be represented by Uenc =
ÛI and Uenc = ÛT , where ÛI and ÛT denote the decoded
image features and text features, respectively. For multi-modal
tasks, we concatenate the decoded semantic features from the
image and text into a sequence as Uenc = [ÛI , ÛT ].

Unlike the separate design at the transmitter, the semantic
decoder is built upon the unified Transformer decoder struc-
ture for the five tasks, as shown in Fig. 1. The semantic
decoders take the output of channel decoder, Uenc, and the
task-specific query vector, qtask, as input. The task-specific
query vector is able to indicate which task the semantic
decoder is to handle. Then, we obtain the output of i-th
decoder layer, Udec

i , which will be processed by the multi-exit
task-specific heads to output early-exit results.

2) Multi-exit task-specific heads: The different tasks re-
quire different numbers of layers due to the reasons below:
(i) Each task is of different difficulty and requires different
numbers of layers to achieve satisfactory performance, and the
multi-exit architecture can provide early-exit results for simple
tasks; (ii) Different tasks require different levels of semantic
information from various layers. As shown in Fig. 3, we attach
the task-specific heads to these intermediate layers. Then
the inference time of some simple tasks can be significantly
reduced. The difficulty of the task can be determined by the
size of the dataset. As for the aforementioned five tasks, the
VQA is the most difficult task and requires the maximum
number of layers, while the sentiment analysis is the easiest
one that exits the earliest.

D. Channel Encoder and Decoder
The encoded features are compressed by the channel en-

coder and decompressed by the channel decoder as well
as eliminating the signal distortion caused by the wireless
channel. The channel encoders and decoder are modeled as
the the fully-connected networks with ReLU as the activation
function.
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Fig. 4: The performance of five tasks versus SNR.

E. Training Method
To jointly learn five tasks, we propose an efficient method

to train the modules in the U-DeepSC system with domain
adaptation. We will randomly take samples from two tasks at
one time, and the task with larger dataset will be assigned
a higher sampling probability, since they are generally more
difficult to learn. Besides, the domain adaptation loss is
adopted in the training procedure to specify the task-specific
features. It is added by the values of loss function computed
on the current two tasks to perform stochastic gradient descent
together for learning two tasks simultaneously. The detailed
training procedures are summarized in Algorithm 1.

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

In this section, we test our U-DeepSC on the aforemen-
tioned five tasks, and five datasets are considered. In partic-
ular, Cars196 and CIFAR-10 datasets are adopted for image
retrieval and image reconstruction tasks, respectively. As for
the text reconstruction and sentiment analysis, the proceedings
of the European Parliament and the SST-2 datasets are used,
respectively. Moreover, the VQAv2 dataset is used for the
VQA task. The image semantic encoder of U-DeepSC is built
with eight Transformer encoder layers, and the text semantic
encoder is designed with eight Transformer encoder layers.
The unified semantic decoder consists of eight Transformer

Algorithm 1: Training procedures of the U-DeepSC
Input : Five training datasets consist of input images and

texts with their labels, and batch size B.
Output : The trained U-DeepSC model with encoders and

decoders.
1 for m← 1 to M do
2 Randomly choose two tasks and generate two mini-batch

samples, A and B from the corresponding datasets.
3 Compute the task-specific loss LA and LB based on the

loss function of each task.
4 Compute the domain adaptation loss La based on (7).
5 Compute the total loss L = LA + LB + La.
6 Train the model based on L.
7 end

decoder layers. The setting of the training procedure is the
AdamW optimizer with learning rate 1 × 10−4, batch size
32, weight decay 5 × 10−3. According to the experimental
results of these tasks on different layers, we choose the
reasonable layer numbers for these tasks, and the numbers
of layers for the VQA, image retrieval, image, reconstruction,
text reconstruction, and sentiment analysis are set as 8, 6, 4,
3, 2, respectively.

For comparison, three benchmarks are considered.

• Conventional methods: The conventional separate source-



channel coding. For the image data, the joint photo-
graphic experts group (JPEG) and the low-density parity-
check code (LDPC) are adopted as image source coding
and image channel coding, respectively. For the text
data, the 8-bit unicode transformation format (UTF-8)
encoding and the Turbo coding are adopted as the text
source coding and text channel coding, respectively. The
coding rate of channel coding is set as 1/2.

• T-DeepSC: The task-oriented deep learning enabled se-
mantic communication (T-DeepSC) designed for a spe-
cific task with the same architecture as U-DeepSC, and
is implemented by separately trained U-DeepSC.

• Upper bound: Results obtained via delivering noiseless
image and text features to the receiver based on the T-
DeepSC.

Fig. 4 illustrates the performance of the investigated
schemes versus the SNR for different tasks. The proposed U-
DeepSC is trained with SNR = 0 dB and tested in SNR from
−6 dB to 18 dB. It is readily seen that both the U-DeepSC and
the T-DeepSC outperform the conventional schemes. The U-
DeepSC approachs the upper bound at high SNR. It is readily
seen that the proposed U-DeepSC achieves approaching per-
formance to the T-DeepSC the in all considered tasks. It shows
that our proposed U-DeepSC is able to simultaneously handle
5 tasks with comparable performance to the task-oriented
models designed for a specific task. Since only specifc part of
the overall features are transmitted in U-DeepSC for different
taks, the satisfactory performance of U-DeepSC shows that
the task-specific semantic information can be well segmented
and specified by the U-DeepSC.

TABLE I: Performance of U-DeepSC trained with or without
domain adaptation loss.

Task without domain
adaptation Loss

with domain
adaptation Loss

Image Retrieval 70.0 73.9

VQA 57.8 60.9

Text Reconstruction 0.94 0.96

Image Reconstruction 31.9 32.0

Sentiment Analysis 80.1 84.2

Table I depicts the performance of U-DeepSC trained with
or without domain adaptation loss. It has been proved that
the domain adaptation loss significantly improves the per-
formances of image retrieval, VQA, and sentiment analysis.
However, the performances of the text reconstruction and
image reconstruction are almost unchanged, which is mainly
because all of the encoded features are transmitted for these
two tasks, i.e., the semantic information of the overall encoded
features will keep the same in both cases.

As shown in Table II, the total stored number of parameters
of T-DeepSC is 290.2M, which is obtained by adding the
parameters required for each task. For our proposed U-
DeepSC, the number of stored model parameters is only
95.6M for five tasks, which is 67.1% less than that of the
T-DeepSC. The U-DeepSC is able to provide satisfactory
performance with much-reduced model parameters. It is of
great significance towards a practical semantic communication

TABLE II: Number of parameters.

Task T-DeepSC U-DeepSC
Image Retrieval 46.9M 95.6M

VQA 92.3M 95.6M
Text Reconstruction 52.9M 95.6M

Image Reconstruction 42.5M 95.6M
Sentiment Analysis 55.6M 95.6M
Stored Parameters 290.2M 95.6M

system for scenarios with limited spectrum resources and
storage resources.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we firstly proposed a general framework for
U-DeepSC. Particularly, we considered five popular tasks and
jointly trained these tasks with a unified model. To learn
the unified model for serving various tasks and achieve task-
specific transmission overhead, we employed domain adapta-
tion in the training procedure to specify the task-specific fea-
tures for each task. Thus, only the task-specific features were
transmitted in U-DeepSC. Then, we developed a multi-exit
architecture to provide early-exit results for relatively simple
tasks, which reduced the inference time. Simulation results
showed that our proposed model has satisfactory performance
in low SNR regime, and achieved comparable performance to
the task-oriented model designed for a specific task.
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